Flexible Fuel Storage Tanks
Collapsible Pillow Tanks and Bladders

*Mars Fuel Storage Tanks* are flexible storage units equipped to store various types of fuel including diesel and Jet A. Perfect for use on mining sites, fracking sites, remote locations, disaster relief areas, and more to keep a supply of fuel on site.
**MARS Flexible Fuel Tanks** provide economical, dependable fuel storage solutions from quick deployment in military operations to remote job site storage. Multiple sizes and fabric options are available making these tanks ideal for military, industrial facility, construction site or storage locations.

**Fuel Tank Features**

- Bulk Storage Options (25 gallons up to 210,000 gallons)
- Easy Installation (unfold and fill)
- Folds up for Storage or Transportation
- Ideal for Temporary or Short Term Storage Requirements
- Low Profile
- Extreme Temperature and UV exposure

**Common Uses**

- Applications in Oil, Gas & Mining Industry
- Remote Location Fuel Storage
- Disaster Relief Fuel Supply
- Aviation Fuel Storage
- Temporary Fuel Storage

All MARS fuel tanks are constructed with diesel compatible fabrics and industry leading state of the art radio frequency heat welding and vulcanizing techniques. Each MARS fuel storage tank undergoes a rigorous 4 point inspection before shipping.

Each MARS fuel tank comes with (2) 2” Bulkhead fittings for fill and discharge. Additional sizes and fitting types are available by request.

In addition to our fuel storage options, collapsible tanks are also available for the storage of water. Contact a specialist for details.

In order to quote on you on the right system for your location, we will need to know a couple of things regarding your storage needs including the type of fuel being stored in the tank, your storage location, and the required storage time for your project. To match the right fabric with your intended storage fuel, an MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheet) may be required to make sure we are quoting you on the best option for your location.
Flexible Fuel Storage Tanks
Specifications

Installation Procedure
Flexible tanks for diesel fuel storage feature an easy installation procedure that allows tanks to be filled and emptied on site. Any time you are storing fuel, having items like a ground liner or containment berm can help to keep fuel contained in the event of a spill. After your storage area has been cleared, tanks can then be filled. For more information regarding our installation procedure, please contact a tank product specialist.

For more complete information on GEI Works products and solutions, visit us on the Web at www.geiworks.com.
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